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Whitehorse Yukon
$274,900

Discover this attractive 2-bedroom, 1-bathroom mobile with addition on a fully fenced and landscaped lot in

Northland Mobile Park. A covered walkway leads to a spacious entryway, creating a welcoming first

impression. The functional U-shaped kitchen offers ample counter space, perfect for two chefs. Enjoy the

dining area with bonus cabinetry and a sunken living room with vaulted ceilings. The primary bedroom, located

at the back of the unit, features a cheater door to the 5-piece bathroom, complete with a Jacuzzi soaker tub,

standalone shower, and double vanities. A well-sized secondary bedroom and hallway laundry add

convenience. The addition space can be tailored to your needs. Excellent exterior amenities include a private

12'x12' covered back deck, a fully fenced yard with an access gate, a ground-level patio for relaxing in the sun,

raised garden boxes, hammock posts, and two storage sheds. This is a great opportunity to enter the market.

Contact your REALTOR(R) to view. (id:6769)

Foyer 11 ft ,11 in X 11 ft ,3 in

Living room 12 ft ,11 in X 15 ft ,2 in

Dining room 12 ft ,11 in X 7 ft ,11 in

Kitchen 12 ft ,11 in X 9 ft ,7 in

Primary Bedroom 10 ft X 11 ft ,4 in

5pc Bathroom Measurements not available

Bedroom 9 ft ,10 in X 8 ft ,4 in

Recreational, Games room 11 ft ,10 in X 12 ft
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